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henever I return from a mission’s trip, I am
always eager to sit down and write a report to
tell you all about what God has done. During the
past 6-8 weeks, God has done a significant work in my life,
but I didn’t board a plane or preach in foreign pulpits.
Nevertheless,
I feel that I
should share
the
experience
the same way
I have shared
with you for
the last 20
years—
candidly
from my
heart, hoping
that God will
be glorified
in it and that
you will be
encouraged
and desire to
draw closer
to Him.

work” in me to prepare me for what was to come. It was
extremely important that my mind and my emotions (my
soul) be anchored in truth alone so that the enemy could
find nothing with which to “mess me up” during the
process. During this amazing exchange, I felt as though I
was in a
divine
counseling
session
with the
Holy Spirit,
the
Counselor!
He took me
through
several
“what if”
scenarios
so I could
see my
reactions,
thereby
showing
me if fear,
dread,
anxiety,
worry or
any other
tool of the
devil had
any
stronghold in me that could be used to my detriment.
Though this made for some intensely uncomfortable
moments, I was deeply comforted and moved by the
faithfulness of God to prepare and equip me to do battle
and set me up to succeed! His ministry to me during that
time will always remain as a monument to His tenderness
and faithfulness, not just to me as one of the called, as the
head of Deborah Ministries, but to me, His own. He came
to me to do for me and within me that which I could not do.
He came as the Lover of my soul. And I will be eternally
grateful. But even still, I did not realize the magnitude of
what I was headed into. I did not realize what the
upcoming weeks would entail. I know in looking back on it
that I went through my own mini-version of a Garden of
Gethsemane experience. I mused on Jesus’ cry to His

“Yea, Though I
Walk Through

The Valley of the
Shadow of Death…”

When Harvey
and I returned
from Uganda
in May, I
went in for an M.R.I. which my eye doctor had requested.
The scan clearly showed a large tumor growing out of my
pituitary gland. Since the pituitary gland sits at the base of
the brain, this amounted to the news that I had a brain
tumor. Yikes. So, the last two months have been consumed
with the removal of this problematic piece of tissue.

Not my will, but thine be done.
The week before the surgery we drove up into the
mountains for a brief get-away to prepare as best we knew
how for whatever was coming. During that time I distinctly
heard the LORD say to me, “Yea though I walk through
the valley of the shadow of death, I shall fear no evil…” I
have not come this far by ignoring the LORD’s voice, so, I
responded to Him and He began to do some serious “soul-
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community involved was deeply concerned because this
father to take the cup from him—to find another way to
was unprecedented. More than one of the specialists
accomplish this. And I meditated on His ultimate
submission, “not my will but thine be done.” In facing the involved told us later that in more than thirty years of
issue of this brain tumor, I knew that my will would be for experience, they had never seen anything remotely
resembling this level
God to just zap the
of physical trauma
thing and it would be
brought on by domino
gone! Yay! Wouldn’t
effect circumstances.
that be a wonderful
Adversity, for sure.
way for Him to glorify
Himself and for me to
“Thou preparest a table
Back to the story that
be able to get on with
I started out to tell,
the ministry and my
before me in the presence
this is where I can
life with a minimum of
describe two very real
interruption? Yes, it
of mine enemies…”~ Psalm 23:5
worlds, both
would be A way, but
happening
apparently not The
simultaneously. In
way for this particular
the natural,
situation or this
temporal realm, I
season in my destiny.
was lying in intensive
Oh, wow; really, Lord?
care, strapped to a bed
I came to the
and physically
understanding that I
restrained to prevent me from interfering with any of the
was to go the surgical route, trusting Him for the outcome
medical equipment that was attached to my body. I had
because He had a purpose in it beyond just my
survived the surgeries, but I wasn’t out of the woods yet
circumstances. I was to teach His people and demonstrate
how to walk through adversity in a godly way. Honestly,
because I had contracted a strain of pneumonia that was
that felt like a lot of pressure. But ultimately it came down “resistant” to known antibiotics. The doctors were afraid
to me coming to a place where I could say, “Okay, we’ll do that if I was taken off the breathing apparatus (tube), that
this thing your way; and I will trust the outcome to you.”
my lungs would be sufficiently compromised by the
pneumonia so as to prevent me from taking in enough
Thou preparest a table before me…
oxygen to survive on my own. In the spirit realm, I found
myself looking in dismay at a large and ugly junkyard. The
During those sessions He brought it powerfully home to
me that I would have nothing to fear because He would be junkyard was a place of desolate ruin—the only things in
with me. Now, from the other side of the same experience, sight were old, ruined and worthless. Except there were
junkyard dogs—lots of them. They were panting and
I can say that I knew there was no room for, neither need
for fear, because He was with me. He caused me to know
salivating and looking at me as though I was lunch and
that He had prepared a table for me in the presence of my
dinner. I knew that these represented death. Sure enough,
enemies. That meant that the enemies of my soul, death
yea though I walk through the valley of the shadow of
and all his minions, would be part of the drama, but they
death; I had arrived. This desolate place was the place for
which Jesus had prepared me.
would not be able to keep me from partaking of the
provision that had already been put in place—specifically
for me, and specific to what I would need--prepared by
Okay, back to the story. That was the day that the medical
personnel decided to remove the breathing tube from my
God, Himself. I am sure you recognize this as all coming
from Psalm 23, yet for me it was coming from the heart of throat and monitor me to see if I could breathe on my own.
my God. And I drank it up like the Life it was. He said He The most unusual thing happened. I said to Harvey, “I need
anointed my head with oil. Okay, I was good to go. (As are two things. I need Joe (our son-in-law and worship leader)
you, because Psalm 23 is just as much your promise as it is to sing over me about the breath of God, and I need a
precious friend named Dawn from New Mexico to dance
mine—no matter what you face!)
the intercessory dance of life over me. My oxygen levels
Fast forward several days. I was now in intensive care to
were dropping and I had already been warned that I would
probably be put back on the breathing apparatus very soon,
recover from not one, but four brain surgeries that had
because I did not have the strength to breathe sufficiently
sprung from three emergency situations forcing the
neurosurgeon to operate on me four times within 48 hours. on my own. Yet, instead of fear or despair, I felt nothing
Not only was my family horrified, but the entire medical
but confidence and assurance. Why? Because I was

the full reality of what is gained by a Gethsemane
reminded that everything that I needed was already laid
experience! When we go into trials, afflictions and
out for me by my God—all that I needed to do was reach
difficulties insufficiently prepared, we make the difficulty
out and partake of—eat of—that which was already
so much worse because we are not equipped with the
prepared and ordained for me. In this case, that was the
strength that is ours in Christ. The strength is ours as
two fore-ordained forms of intercession that would infuse
Life into me and take me out of the reach of those junkyard promised, but it is as though we are not wearing it, so we
don’t experience the full benefit of
dogs. Are you getting this? At that
it.
moment, it was not a matter of me or
anyone else begging for my life. It
Using Christ as our example, look at
was a matter of me partaking of the
what He did during His conversation
provision that was already in place
with His Father in the garden. He
for my life. That night we
faced the reality of what was
experienced one of the most
coming at him. All too often, we try
significant miracles of divine
to skip this step by ‘inserting’ faith
intervention. Within an hour of those
instead of facing the reality of what
two intercessory acts being
is coming. We think that faith is
accomplished, the doctor came to my
simply refusing to accept the worst
room and declared that it had been
of what the adversity is trying to
decided that I would not be
“Thou
anointest
my
head
download into our circumstances.
intubated again. Why? Because it
is not faith; neither is it what
was all decided and executed in the
with oil…” ~ Psalm 23:5 That
Jesus did. He didn’t declare, by
spirit realm, and then merely walked
faith, that He wouldn’t have to go to
out in the natural realm. Remember
the cross. The cross was His destiny
that Jesus had told me that I would
and God’s will for Him and for
be in the presence of my enemies,
mankind. Few things are as ugly as
but that I was not to fear because He
execution on a cross. Jesus, in
would be with me? Well, suddenly
asking to have the cup removed
He was carrying me. He was striding
from him, faced the heinous thing
across that junkyard with complete
that was coming at him, as opposed
authority, very purposefully carrying
to denying its existence or its power.
me from one end of the junkyard to
Faith is all about bringing divine power to bear to
the other end. I felt Jesus stride through desolation,
overcome the destructive power of Satan, rather than
ugliness, death and morbidity without the slightest
hesitation, and I saw all those demonic spirit/junkyard dogs about an excuse to deny the reality of adversity. Because
the Holy Spirit took me through a Gethsemane experience,
shrink from Him and dare not to even look at His face. I
experienced His authority. Clearly, death expected that I
when it came time to enter each surgery with increasing
was to be offered up. Just as clearly, when Jesus stepped
risk, I was not troubled by questions as to why this could
into the scene, He and He alone determined the outcome.
happen to me. Therefore there was no sense of confusion,
Because of who I am? No. Because of who He is! Precious abandonment by God or anything that would foster doubt
or unbelief in my soul at the worst possible time. That is
friends, He is absolutely everything the Word tells us He
what real strength is about—facing the worst without
is…and more. He is authority, clothed in tenderness and
love and protection of His own that cannot be adequately
anything in you that would weaken you at the worst
described. His authority is absolute and unchallenged, and possible moment. Jesus got the strength to go to the cross
in the garden, and I got the strength to go into surgery over
if His Body—the Church—could understand what this
really looks like and how it affects the realm of the Spirit,
and over again not in the moment, but rather days earlier
life in this realm would be immeasurably different!
in my own Gethsemane experience. That’s where the
Hallelujah!
equipping took place. It was when I said, “Okay, we’ll do
this thing your way.” His way is to have me fully
Equipped With Victory
equipped with victory!!
One of the things that I really want to get across in this
Agreeing with God’s Will
account is the importance of the preparatory time; the
Back to the hospital room. Again, I will describe to you
Garden of Gethsamane time. It is there that ‘spiritual
business’ is accomplished, decisions are made and the
two realities—two realms in which I was simultaneously
equipping is done. Friends, never before have I understood living—the same two all of us live in at all times, the

temporal and the spiritual. In the natural, I was urgently
being wheeled in and out of operating rooms while
surgeons and medical experts fought for my life. In the
spirit realm, I was aware that my life was hanging in the
balance, but I knew it would not be the diligence of the
medical personnel that would determine the outcome. I
knew it was already determined the day the Holy Spirit
and I came to our point of agreement to do things His
way. I knew death was a possibility. Jesus and I talked of
that. But I knew that if death came, it would come
because it would be His decision, not because the enemy
could choose it or because of any failure of the medical
component. But what about me; what was my role in the
drama that was unfolding? My role was to refuse to be
moved off of accomplishing God’s will. Remember the
phrase from that powerful worship song, “I will not be
moved!” That was my role. And because of the equipping
time, I knew it. This is how it played out in my
circumstances. At various times during the surgeries and
accompanying procedures, my body would be taxed
beyond its ability to respond well, and this would be
obvious to me either in the form of choking, inability to
breathe, or a sense of fading away. I viewed all these
things as tools of the enemy to get me to agree with death
or simply to kill me. Because I was intubated and
couldn’t talk, I had a pen and a notebook so that I could
communicate. I simply chose to stand in faith by writing,
“I will not die by a breathing tube. I will not die by
choking. I will not die by suffocating.” I still have those
notebooks. Jesus provided Life, while the enemy was
providing the means of death. It was simply up to me to
agree with Jesus, which I could do not through any
strength of my own, but because of the point of
agreement we had made in my Gethsamane which
formed the conduit for His strength to be released in me.

point, but I am confidently believing God that it will
return. Please stand with me in faith for that. But now, as I
bring this to a close for this issue, I want to thank each of
you who stood with me in this very difficult time. Many of
you prayed fervently, sent me notes, sent me scriptures,
sent me songs, flowers and anything to encourage and
uplift me. There is no way for me to tell you what it meant
to me. I have read and reread the cards, notes and
scriptures. And, many of you sent chocolate and I have
eaten every morsel and crumb of it!! What I want you to
know is that I regard each and every one of you as part of
that table of provision that the LORD told me He prepared
for me in the presence of my enemies. You were and are a
part of my divine provision from God Himself, and I
regard and appreciate you as such. It comforts me to
know that “as you have sown, so shall you reap” and that
your table is also prepared of the LORD against the day of
your need. Truly you have glorified your God in your
response to my need of support, and I am completely
confident that His faithfulness will be manifest in your
lives. From the very core of my being, thank you!

Though the story is not yet complete, I am home from the
hospital and regaining strength daily. I am grateful to say
that the tumor is gone! One of the emergency surgeries was
to treat a hemorrhage in my right eye. The hemorrhage
created pressure on the optic nerve which resulted in the
loss of sight in that eye. The sight has not returned at this
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The Jehu Gathering in Buena Vista was a
success! The Holy Spirit was faithful and the
will of the Lord was carried out through
powerful worship, declarations, warfare and
prophetic acts. Thank you to those of you who
came as well as to those of you who prayed
with us and for us from afar!
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Deborah Ministries International ministers in response to Isaiah
61:1, “The Spirit of the Lord GOD is upon me; because the LORD

hath anointed me to preach good tidings unto the meek; he hath sent
me to bind up the brokenhearted, to proclaim liberty to the captives,
and the opening of the prison to them that are bound.”

Deborah Ministries International
5910 S. University Blvd. C18-219
Greenwood Village, CO 80121

www.DeborahMinistries.org
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